Fire Department Inventory
Management
IN-NO -VA-TION
Innovation is the application of better
solutions that meet new requirements,
unarticulated needs, or existing market
needs. This is accomplished through
more effective implementation of
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Takes the power, performance and
possibilities of an enterprise asset

one site to another.
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Provides a user-friendly and

Seamlessly manages complex business

configurable interface suited to fire

processes and workflows.

departments.

Reporting feature generates the
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requisition to be filled.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Supports multiple locations and sites
and is able to move inventory from

Leverages Maximo’s inventory
management capabilities.

governments..
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issued to employees using Maximo.

products, services, and technologies, that
are readily available to businesses and

Efficiently tracks uniforms and assets

equipment through its entire life

Accurately manages the accounting of
uniform allowances.

Tracks and monitors capital

cycle, from purchase to disposal.
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Customized training ensures user
acceptance.

management and work order system to
an entirely new level. Built on a single
software platform, Maximo Asset
Management delivers a comprehensive
view of all asset types — production,
facilities, transportation and IT — across
your enterprise. This holistic perspective
allows you to see all of your assets, as
well as identify all of the untapped
potential within them. You gain the
knowledge and control you need to
closely align your organization's goals
with the overall goals of your business.
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Fire fighters provide an essential public service. But in

The inventory management capabilities within Maximo

order for a community to remain safe, scarce resources

Asset Management can enable new levels of visibility

must be managed in a cost effective manner. If they are

into asset-related inventory, providing details on parts

not, the equipment relied on may fail at the most critical

and materials, service items, and tools. Real-time

moments. Worse, that equipment could go missing or

inventory tracking and reporting can help streamline

simply be dropped from the budget. When fighting fires,

inventory management processes, helping to

Maximo helps municipalities protect life and property by

decrease costs by eliminating excess or obsolete

ensuring that crews have all the necessary equipment

inventory, and helping inventory managers optimize

and supplies.

inventory planning.

